
The most dependable relocation 
company in Colombia

Offers its guests the different services 
presented in this document.

Know-how-based processes

 In alliance with:



About  IntraRelo

IntraRelo offers tailored-made, high-end solutions, which considerably 
facilitate the settling process for expatriates in Colombia by handling all 
practical matters, such as official documents, travel and Visa, shuttle 
service from airport, housing and utilities, etc. 

The company belongs to the Sightlog corporate group, allowing it to 
encompass a broader scope of logistic services, thus meeting the varied 
needs of our customers throughout a fully integrated process since the 
very beginning.

Today we stand out as one of the most reliable companies in Latin 
America.

+75 years
of experience

In relocation 
processes.

+100%
tailored-made

At all stages of 
the service.

+12
Scope of services

Comprehensive 
logistics.

+4 programs
Quality and control

Project management 
softwares.

Our  value proposal

"Your relocation 
process in Colombia

will be in the best 
hands"



Customized  services

For us it’s crucial that our 
customers never feel lost or 

left on their own in an 
unfamiliar country. That’s 
why we will support them 
from their arrival until the 

moment that they no longer 
need our accompaniment. It’s 

in our best interest that you 
enjoy your new home.

Consulting. International moving.

Housing.

Education.

Housekeeping. Insurances.

Pet transport.

Consular Services.

Languages. Documentation.

Repatriation.Handyman. 

Transportation.Cultural tours.



All about the  process

Looking for a new home? The best schools for your children? Our team 
and allies support you in all these critical aspects when you are starting 
a new life in Colombia by providing guidance in your destination city, 
immigration procedures, utilities and services, among others, in order 
to meet your expectations, as well as those of your whole family.

We will be your trusted local contact, providing you personalized 
assistance during your stay. 

Do you have questions   
about the  process?

Moving from one country to another can 
be challenging, so we aim to provide a 
safe and easy step-by-step service in 
order to make your relocation go 
smooth. If you are currently relocating 
and you need assistance, our team will 
be happy to help you out. Count on us!

Relocation Coordinator
Tel. (601) 746-6775

Cel. (+57-1) 316-024 0251
Bogota, Colombia.



We make your relocation process 
as easy on you as  possible

Offers its guests the different services 
presented in this document.

 In alliance with:


